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Prospect Petanque members will represent SA
in November’s States Challenge in Sydney.

What are you doing
next Wednesday?
by the idea of a midweek get-together with new friends over a
barbie and a glass of your favourite beverage,
have we got a deal for you!
Prospect Petanque is on a recruitment
drive to coincide with our long, warm
evenings. Wednesday nights are strictly for
fun and you don’t have to be a member to
join in, just rock up between 6.30 and 10pm
and be welcomed by club President Brett
Williams and a group of very friendly people.
Petanque (or Boules) is French bowls that
can be played on any surface and is played by
many thousands of Australians at the beach,
while camping or in the backyard.
This is no ordinary game – it is easy to
learn and easy to play and a great way to
relax, but for those with a competitive streak
it offers endless options to improve and play
in tournaments at club, state, national and
international levels.
Prospect Petanque is one of a number of
official clubs in Adelaide and it is set within
the beautiful Narnu Wirra park between
Mawson and Buchanan streets in Nailsworth.
It boasts a well-appointed licensed clubroom
and 22 pistes (grounds) with half under lights.
This is a game that can be played by all. Age,
gender or disability are not barriers; all you
need is a desire to meet people and have a
good time. How good is that!
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If you prefer to talk to someone before
coming to the club, Brett can be reached
on 0404 227 926 or 8269 6836.
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Little Raven
Crows and ravens are members of the
corvid family. In folklore they are often
seen as birds of evil omen, but they are
very smart and are studied widely by
researchers interested in animal
intelligence. A New Caledonian crow
called Betty became world famous when
she was filmed making a tool out of a
piece of wire to get at some food.
There is an article with a video link at
http://pages.cthome.net/rwinkler/
crowintel.htm .
You can find out more about making
your garden a friendly place for birds and
other wildlife at www.backyards
4wildlife.com.au .
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If you would like to organise a group to
attend the football as guests of the
Mayor in season 2009, please contact
Kerry Loughhead on 8269 5355.
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Clever Betty

All photographs courtesy Graeme Chapman. For more information about
Prospect birds, contact David Cox at prospectbirds@iprimus.com.au .

